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This case study showcases our capabilities and expertise
of the FinTech portal development to meet the specific
needs of our UAE client and the regulatory landscape.
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Our client, a prominent FinTech company, was commissioned by
one of their GCC customer to create a cutting-edge FinTech portal
specializing in arranging investments. The primary objective was
to establish an automated electronic platform that not only met
the stringent investment standards but also complied with the
regulatory requirements set by Government Authorities. This
platform aimed to bridge the gap between investors seeking
opportunities and companies in need of equity-based financing.

The Client
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Regulatory
Compliance

Ensuring that the
platform adhered to

the complex
regulatory landscape

in the region,
including compliance

with financial laws
and data privacy

regulations.

Business Challenge

Automation

Developing a robust
and user-friendly

automated platform
for investment
arrangement,

eliminating the need
for manual

intervention while
maintaining security.

Matching
Investors &
Companies

Creating a
sophisticated
algorithm for

efficiently matching
investors with

companies based on
their respective needs

and criteria.

User Trust

Building trust and
credibility within the

region, given the
sensitive nature of

financial transactions
and investments.
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Regulatory
Expertise

Advanced
Technology

Algorithmic
Matching

Transparency
and Security

An intelligent matching algorithm
was developed, which assessed the
profiles of investors and companies,
matching them based on
investment goals, risk appetite, and
financial health.

Our team of legal and compliance
experts worked closely with local
authorities to understand and
navigate the intricate regulatory
landscape. The platform was
meticulously designed to meet all
legal requirements.

We implemented robust security
protocols and introduced
transparency features, such as real-
time tracking of investments and
secure data storage. This ensured
that both investors and companies
had complete confidence in the
platform.

We implemented state-of-the-art
technology to automate investment
processes securely. This included
automated Identity verification,
Transaction Reconciliation, Stock
Allotment and Refunds, ensuring
integrity and security.
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Outcome

Regulatory
Compliance

01 02 03

The platform
successfully
obtained all

necessary approvals
and clearances from

Government
Authorities, instilling

trust in users and
stakeholders.

Automation
Efficiency

The automated
platform

significantly reduced
transaction times,

resulting in quicker
investment

arrangements,
allocation and
enhanced user

satisfaction.

Successful
Matches

The intelligent
matching algorithm

led to a higher success
rate of investments
and equity-based

financing for
companies, attracting

more users to the
platform.

04
Market
Reputation

Portal quickly gained a positive
reputation in the market as a reliable
and secure platform for investment

arrangements, further strengthening
its position.
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Solution Blueprint
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Account & User Management
Investor / Issuer Profile Verification &
Validation (Auto Approval/Rejection)
Verification & Validation of
Opportunity (Investment Product)
(Auto Approval/Rejection)
Subscription Management
(Allotment/ Rejection of
Shares/Equity)
Refund Process Management
Integration with Government bodies 

Profile Management
All Opportunities Display
Investment in Opportunities i.e.
Subscription
Allocation in multiple
Opportunities
Virtual Bank Account Number
Generation for each opportunity
for fund transfer
Purchased Equity/Shares
Certificates Management

Profile Management
Opportunities Management
Invite Investors to Opportunities
Setting up timeframe for
Opportunities along with Funds
Requirements and Total Raised
Investor Management
Issuance of Share Allottment
Certificates

Investor Portal

Issuer Portal

Admin Portal



Solution Blueprint
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This case study highlights the successful
development of a FinTech portal tailored to
the GCC market's unique regulatory and
investment requirements. By leveraging
advanced technology and adhering to strict
compliance standards, our client not only met
but exceeded the expectations of
Government Authorities, investors, and
businesses, fostering trust and success in the
FinTech sector.

Conclusion
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Explore Details,
Connect Now!

info@softserv.in

+1  910 300 9191 (USA)

+61 288 06 0091 (AUS)

+91 876 400 9191 (IND)

softserv.in
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